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Abstract
This paper considers the design of codebooks for low bit-rate speech coders which apply joint
segmentation-quantization. Two issues are addressed. The first is the design of a codebook from
training data when the data vectors vary in size, as dictated by the segmentation process. For this task
a modification of the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) is devised. The second issue is assigning
indices to the codebook codewords to combat errors due to transmission over a Binary Symmetric
Channel (BSC). Two specific useful Index Assignment (IA) methods are presented.

1. Introduction
Low bit-rate speech coders usually represent speech spectrum envelopes in analysis frames with Line
spectral Frequencies (LSF) [1]. Low bit-rate quantization of LSF parameters can be achieved by
combining segmentation and quantization [2], where a segment consists of one or several adjacent
LSF vectors. The joint segmentation-quantization algorithm is based on selection and quantization of
segments from a pre-determined number of frames. It models the input LSF vectors as a sequence of
variable length segments with the option to skip over segments which are then interpolated at the
decoder. The algorithm, denoted in [2] as Trellis Segmentation-Quantization (TSQ), is a
generalization of several previous techniques such as matrix quantization [3] and selective frame
transmission [4]. It was demonstrated in [2] that TSQ achieves better performance (in terms of the Log
Spectral Distance - LSD) than the other competing algorithms.
In the TSQ algorithm a fixed width codebook (i.e. each codeword consist of a fixed number of LSF
vectors) has to represent a variable number of vectors which constitute a segment. The transformation
of a fixed width codeword to a variable width codeword, which can represent variable length segment,
is done using a linear interpolation/decimation scheme [2]. Since training vectors are of variable size
while the codewords are fixed, the conventional GLA needs to be modified.
The codebook design algorithm assumes an ideal channel. That is, the received index is identical to
the transmitted one. Practical channels introduce errors in the transmitted data. One can reduce the
effect of channel errors by using codebook design algorithms that combine knowledge on the channel
[5,6]. Index assignment is one such method. By choosing a proper index assignment for the codebook,
an error in the received index will in general result in the decoding of a less distant vector (from the
desired vector) than if a random assignment is used. For a codebook with N codewords there are N!
possible index assignments. Hence, for any reasonable size codebook it is practically impossible to
examine all of them. Several algorithms have been proposed in the literature, such as the Binary
Switching Algorithm (BSA) proposed by Zeger and Gersho [5] which is a technique for modifying a
given assignment in order to improve the codebook performance under channel errors. A different
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index assignment proposed by Favardin [6], introduces a Natural Binary Ordering (NBO) in the
codebook design process.
In this paper we present the codebook design algorithm. It combines segmentation and quantization,
iteratively. Given a codebook, the segmentation is done using the TSQ algorithm, and given a
segmentation the codebook can be updated. A second issue that addressed in this paper is a modified
version of the BSA for the TSQ codebook IA and comparison to the NBO index assignment.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the codebook design algorithm. Section
3 presents the modified BSA algorithm. Section 4 presents simulation results and we conclude in
section 5.

2. Codebook Design Algorithm
The codebook is designed to minimize the distortion between the original segment and the quantized
one. Let Xij denote a stacked row vector of original LSF vectors from the i'th frame until the j’th
frame, and let {Y L }kN = 1 denote the codebook vectors, where L is the number of vectors per codeword
and N is the codebook length. It has been shown in [2] that the distortion can be written as:
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Where, H is the linear transformation matrix used for the interpolation and WX is a weighting matrix.
A modified GLA is used for the codebook design algorithm. It combines segmentation and
quantization, iteratively. Given a codebook, the segmentation is done using a trellis scheme [2], and
given a segmentation the codebook can be optimized. In the segmentation process the algorithm
defines optimal segments Xij resulting in a new training set for the codebook design. The vectors in the
codebook can be found using the GLA. i.e., iterations between the centroid condition and the nearest
neighbor condition. The centroid, Y(k), of variable-length segments in the k’th cluster, Rk, is obtained
by minimizing the accumulated distortion Dk :
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By differentiating Dk with respect to Y(k) and setting the result equal to zero the centroid is found to
be:
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The initialization of the modified GLA is done with segmented data. We used spectral differences in
time to determine the initial segments. These spectral differences are defined by d(n)=||x(n)-x(n-1)||2,
Where x(n) is a single LSF vector in the n’th frame. The boundaries of the initial segments are
determined by comparing adjacent spectral differences to a given threshold value.
The centroid calculation involves matrix inversion. We use, similar to [2], a diagonal weighting
matrix and it can verified that in this case the matrix U=∑HWXHT consist of diagonal sub-matrices.
The matrix inversion is done efficiently using inversion by partitioning [7]. It has been found
experimentally that the above algorithm converges.

3. Index Assignment
In this section we introduce a NBO and devise a modified version of the BSA for the TSQ codebook.
The NBO is a product of the codebook design algorithm.
Codebook design using this method is based on a GLA
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proceeds until the required codebook length is reached. NBO
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is the index location of each codeword in the underlying tree
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structure. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 for a
Figure 1: Natural index assignment
codebook with 8 codewords. Ci is the final codebook after
using splitting.
the i'th iteration, and each branch represent a codeword.

The purpose of the modified BSA algorithm is to reduce the channel distortion. The channel distortion
for the TSQ codebook is defined by:
S N N
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Where, S is the maximum segment length, f(X(s)) is the probability density function of segment length
s, Ri( s ) is the i’th cluster of segment length s, Yi (s ) is a codeword that represent a segment of length s
and pij is the channel transition probability (i.e. the probability of receiving index j when i is
transmitted). Using the assumption of independence between segment length and codeword index, the
channel distortion can be written as:
S N N
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Where, qi is the probability of transmitting index i and µs is the probability that the transmitted index
represents segment length s.
The BSA of [5] can be used with a modification of the distance metric. In the modified BSA we use
a weighted cumulative distance measure of all available segment lengths between two codewords:
S
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Using (6) we can write (5) in a similar manner to [5]:
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Where, pij=ε (1-ε) =pm (for BSC with parameter ε), πm(i)={k ∈ (0,1)b: dH(i,k)=m} (i.e. π (m)(i) is the
set of indices with Hamming distance of m from the index i) and b=log2(N).
In several low bit-rate LSF quantization schemes the weighting matrix is dependent on the original
LSF vector [8,9]. Those weights are not known to the BSA since they depend on the original LSF
vectors, while only the codewords are available to the BSA. We propose a distance metric which uses
fixed weights codewords.
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Where, WYi is a fixed length weighting matrix for the i'th cluster. These weights can be designed with
the modified GLA using the following distortion function:

d (W X , WYi ) = (W X − WYi H X )(W X − WYi H X ) T

(9)

These weights can be organized as a secondary codebook.

4. Simulations
The modified BSA was used to improve random and NBO index assignments for the TSQ codebooks.
We used 256 and 512 length codebooks. The codebook design was done similar to [2]. We used
codebook segment length of two vectors (L=2). The TSQ was tested for the case of maximum segment
length of 4 LSF vectors (S=4). The modified BSA was simulated with the assumption of a single bit
error. Figure 2 present distortion reduction as a function of number of iterations in the modified BSA.
The modified BSA was tested for random and NBO initializations. It was found that both
initializations achieve similar final channel distortion and that there is only a small improvement of the
NBO index assignment by using a follow up modified BSA. Figure 3 present LSD vs. BER for the
same codebook in a BSC. The LSD was measured between the original LSF vectors and the
reconstructed vectors. This is the total distortion and it include the effect of quantization and the
influence of channel errors. It was found that a codebook with random IA achieve high LSD compared
to a codebook with NBO or modified BSA index assignment. It is interesting to note that the
improvement due to NBO or BSA index assignment increase as the codebook length increase.
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Figure 3: LSD error vs. BER. For
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Figure 2: Distortion reduction as a function
of number of iterations in the BSA for a
codebook with 512 codewords.

5. Conclusions
We have presented an iterative algorithm for the TSQ codebook design. The algorithm is a
generalization of the GLA and it has been found experimentally that it converges. A second issue in
this paper is assigning indices to the TSQ codebook. We propose a modified BSA and compare it to a
random and NBO IA. If the NBO assignment is available there is no much need to apply the modified
BSA. However, if a codebook is given with a random index assignment, a significant improvement
can be obtained by applying the modified BSA.
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